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Preface
In the movie, Forrest Gump, Jenny, Forrest Gump's best friend, lived in a house
as old as Alabama, as Forrest says. Her mama died when Jenny was five and so she lived
with her daddy, who according to Forrest, was a real loving man, always kissing and
touching Jenny and her sisters.
One day Jenny misses school and so Forrest goes over to her house to see if she's
okay. He knocks on the front door but doesn't get an answer and so walks around back.
He sees Jenny in a torn and dirty dress, staring blankly out into the cornfields. He runs
over to her and asks, "Jenny, why wasn't you at school?"
"Shh." She whispers, "Daddy's taking a nap."
"Jeimy, where are you?" Her drunken father yells for Jenny as he stumbles from
his back porch with whiskey bottle in hand.
"Run Forrest," She grabs Forrest and takes him with her into the cornfields. As
they kneel behind the com stalks to hide from her drunken daddy, Jenny whispers, "Pray
with me Forrest," They begin to pray, "Dear God, make me a bird so I can fly far, far
away from here. Dear God, make me a bird so I can fly far far away from here."
Jermy prayed to fly away from her father because he was sexually abusing her.
Well, Forrest's mama says God works in mysterious ways. And He did that day because
the following afternoon the police took Jenny's father away and found a safe place for her
to live. Her father was gone and apparently everything would be okay.
However, everything is not over. Jenny's struggles were only beginning.
Although she was free on the outside, from the abusive environment, she spent most of
the rest of her life searching for freedom on the inside. She needed a way to cope with
the pain and hurt leftover from her daddy's sin.
What can be done for a person such as Jenny? As Christians, what can we say or
do that will make a real difference? Far too often our Christian counsel is as mythical as
Forrest Gump. Our advice, like fiction, sounds good but misses real people with real
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problems. But Jesus Christ was a real person with real problems. And as his followers,
we have a tremendous amount to offer those who struggle with life's painful pasts or
present chaotic relationships, but we must think hard.
In what follows we will explore the passionate life ofChrist for answers to some
of life's most difficult problems. Specifically, we will investigate God's relationship to
humanity as seen in Christ's example of suffering in order to discover a model for
entering into and working with relationships as counselors and friends.
Hebrews 12:2-3 urges us to look to Jesus as the example of faith and Christian
living. It reads, "Keep your eyes on Jesus, who both began and finished the race we're in.
Study how he did it."' That's what this thesis will do: study how Jesus suffered, the
nature and purpose of his pain and its implications for involvement with others.
'
Eugene Peterson, The Message (Colorado Springs: NavPress, 1994), 474.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
EUie Wiesel reports on Auschwitz in his book Night. Two Jewish men and a
child were hanged. The prisoners were forced to watch. The men died quickly. The boy
lived on in torture for a long while. Then someone behind me said: "Where is God?'
and I was silent. After half an hour he cried out again: 'Where is God? Where is he?'
And a voice in me answered: Where is God?. . . he hangs there from the gallows. ...'"'
Christ lived and died in the midst of real life, real people, real pain, and
passionately involved himself in the lives of others. And there is much to learn from his
example. Moltmann says,
What is there in this life ofJesus, and what speaks to us out of this life again and
again? I believe that it is not this or that miracle story, but it is this life of great
passionate devotion itself that takes hold of us. Which passionate devotion? Not
the yearning of the soul for a life free of pain in heaven, but the love for the
kingdom ofGod in this world. Not just the wish for a life after death, but the will
for life before death, yes against death, inspires this life of Jesus. Where the sick
"are healed, lepers are accepted, sins not punished but forgiven there life is
present. Freed life, redeemed life, divine life is there, in this world, in our times,
in the midst of us."
Jesus entered into human experience, suffered, and died to set us free. Luther says of
Christ that in his suffering and death, "Christ serves as a model, and that it is to this
image which Christians conform. Because Christ suffered, "we must follow the path to
glory and life through misery, persecution, shame, and death."
The purpose of this thesis, therefore, is to explore the passion ofChrist and his
example as God's passionate relationship with himianity with a view to its implications
for Christian coimseling and redemptive helping relationships. Although much can be
' Jurgen Moltman, "The Crucified God", Theology Today 21 (April 1974): 9.
^
Jurgen Moltman, "The Passion of Life", Currents in Theology andMission 4 (Fall
1977): 7.
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said about the Ufe of Christ and his redemptive salvific work on our behalf, the focus of
this paper is narrowed to exploring specific components of the passion ofChrist in order
to find effective models for coimseling.
The origins ofmy interest in this topic are professional but also very personal.
Having earned a Master's degree in Counseling, I am eager to see how 'practical'
theology can be. In other words, how studying God can make a real difference in helping
relationships. I also search for answers to very personal questions. At a young age a
deep depression drove me to evaluate life and the nature of God's involvement with our
world. I have found myself agreeing with Nicholas Wolterstorff in his book Lamentfor a
Son on more than one occasion. Dr. Wolsterstorff, mourning the death of his son to a
fatal climbing accident, writes:
How is faith to endure, O God, when you allow all this scraping and tearing on
us? You have allowed rivers of blood to flow, mountains of suffering to pile up,
sobs to become humanity's song ~ all without lifting a finger that we could see.
You have allowed bonds of love beyond number to be painfully snapped. If you
have not abandoned us, explain yourself . . .
However, I also find myself in agreement with Wolterstorff s conclusion about
God's response to our situation. He continues:
We strain to hear. But instead of hearing an answer we catch sight ofGod himself
scraped and torn. Through our tears we see the tears of God.
A new and more disturbing question now arises: Why do you permit yourself to
suffer, O God? If the death of the devout costs you dear (Psalm 1 16:15), why do
you permit it? Why do you not grasp joy?
For a long time 1 knew that God is not the impassive, unresponsive, unchanging
being portrayed by the classical theologians. I knew of the pathos of God. I knew
of God's response of delight and of his response of displeasure. But strangely, his
suffering I never saw before.
God is not only the God of the sufferers but the God who suffers. The pain and
fallenness ofhumanity have entered into his heart. Through the prism ofmy tears
I have seen a suffering God.
Instead of explaining our suffering God shares it. . . .
Nicholas Wolterstorff, Lamentfor A Son (Grand Rapids: Eardmans, 1987), 80.
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What does this mean for Hfe, that God suffers? I'm only begimiing to leam.^
This is the heart of the issue we will be exploring: the suffering of God and its
meaning for life. My proposal is that the significance of God's suffering for our lives and
relationships is most intimately and accurately revealed in the story of Jesus. His
passionate life satisfies our questions of suffering not merely on a conceptual level but on
a deep emotional and experiential level. Jesus is God's answer to our suffering.
Thomas Oden writes, "There is never a neat or satisfactory conceptual answer for the
father whose only son is brutally, senselessly killed. But Christianity points to an actual
event in which the eternal Father lost his only Son in a brutal, violent death. Rather than
solving the riddle of suffering conceptually, Christianity speaks of God's actual suffering
with and for us."^
Therefore, in our search for something deeply and meaningfully Christian to offer
those who suffer, we look not for conceptual answers but rather practical examples
modeled in the suffering and cross of Christ. As Mark Schilling says "The passion of
God is the most profound of all responses to human anguish."^ Mark Thorhsen says,
"Jesus crucified reveals the way God thinks."* The passion of Jesus is the way God
relates to a hurting world. Therefore, the focus of this thesis, as stated above, is not to
study the problem of evil, God's goodness and omnipotence, and other very crucial
matters of theodicy, but to explore the nature of Jesus' suffering as God's passionate
relationship with humanity with a view to its implications for Christian coimseling and
redemptive helping relationships.
What is meant by the nature of Jesus suffering? For the purposes of this paper,
we will focus on three key components, or sub-problems, ofhis suffering which include
^ Wolterstorff, 80.
^ Thomas Oden, The Word ofLife (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1973), 422.
^ Warren McWilliams, The Passion o/Got/ (Macon, Georgia: Mercer University Press,
1987), 191.
* Mark Thomsen, "Jesus Crucified and the Mission of the Church", International Review
ofMission 11 (April 88): 249.
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the passibihty of God in Christ, the nature of his passionate relationship with us, and the
redemptive purpose of Jesus' suffering.
The Thesis Statement
The passionate life of Christ displays God's way of relating with himianity and
provides a model for us. As Dennis Kinlaw states, "In Jesus, God comes to us not in a
demonstration of power or by the throne, as we hope or expect, but he comes to us in self-
sacrifice and the mystery of interpersonal relationship."^ Therefore by studying the life
ofChrist, our ultimate example for effective helping and redemptive relationships, we can
learn important lessons for a life of faith and effective relational ministry with others.
Definition of Terms
Impassibility. Not capable ofbeing affected or acted upon.
Passion. Derived fi*om the Latin root passio (suffering), which is equivalent to the
Greek pathema andpathos}^ For the purpose of this thesis, passion includes any
experience of pain and agony as well as an unwavering passionate devotion.
Pathos. Equivalent to passion, and referred to as pain and suffering.
Redeem. To free from what distresses or harms, to free from captivity by
payment of ransom, to release from blame or debt, to free from the consequences of sin,
to reform, restore, repair.
Review of Related Literature
The Passibility of God in Christ. One of the major sub-problems that arises
within the topic of the passion of Christ is the issue of God's passibility: the ability or
degree to which God suffers. The doctrine of the impassibility ofGod within orthodox
Christianity was widely accepted for many centuries. "Does God suffer? Can God feel
real pain, anguish, sorrow, or disappointment about the human predicament? The answer
^ Dennis Kinlaw, class lecture, November 16, 1993.
'�
McWilliams, 4.
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ofmost traditional Christian theists has normally included impassibility, that is, God
cannot suffer."
' '
In fact. The Council of Chalcedon in AD 45 1 warned against denying
this doctrine in these words: "The synod deposes from the priesthood those who dare to
say that the Godhead of the only-begotten is passible."
However, as Marcel Sarot says, "During the present century the idea that God is
immutable and impassible has slowly but surely given way to the idea that God is
sensitive, emotional and passionate."'^ In 1926 J. K. Mozley revealed a wide spread
reaction against the impassibility of God. "Today, whatever the popular view of God
outside academic theological circles might be, inside them there is a strong conviction
about the suffering of God. In many quarters the idea that God suffers hardly needs to be
argued for any longer."'"*
Although whether or not God suffers is still an issue of great debate, this present
study assumes God's passibility. Under this sub-problem, our main concern is to explore
the suffering of Christ as God and man. As Douglas Brown says, "In Jesus, the Christian
believes that God imiquely waded into time exposing the divine nature to the experience
of human suffering."'^ Therefore, we will focus on the nature ofGod's empathic
relationship with the human situation in the passion ofChrist with a view to its
implications for Christian counseling.
According to Luther, God is found in the suffering and cross of Jesus Christ. As
McGrath states:
For Luther, we must turn our eyes away from what we would like to look at in
creation, and fix them steadfastly upon something repugnant, threatening and
puzzling: the suffering and cross of Jesus Christ. There God displays himself
publicly and visibly as the humiliated, abandoned, powerless and dying Christ.
For Luther, we must abandon any attempt to find God by reasoning our way into
'�^IbiZ
'^ Paul S. Fiddes, The Creative Suffering ofGod (Oxford: Clarendon, 1988), 1.
'^ Marcel Sarot, "Suffering ofChrist, Suffering ofGod", Theology 95 (April 1992), 113.
'^
Fiddes, 1.
'^
Douglas Brovm, "When Suffering Eclipses God: Reflections on the Struggle of an
ICU Nurse." Journal ofReligious Studies 15, no. 2 (1989): 96.
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the heavenly realms, deducing what God must be like through philosophical
speculation; instead we must look at a historical event in which God has revealed
himself in human history to all and sundry. . . . For Luther, God is revealed 'in the
humility and shame of the cross', and we must learn to seek and see him there,
and ponder on what we fmd.'^
Furthermore, Michael Dodds believes the suffering of Jesus Christ is God's most intimate
contact to the reality of suffering and humanity. Pastoral Theologian, Frank Lake has
written extensively on the relevance of the cross to the hiraian situation. He says, "It is in
his [Christ's] passion and his suffering that the passion of God became clear to me. . . The
passion ofGod is grounded in the passion ofChrist."'*
Christ's suffering reveals God's heart and relationship to himianity. However, as
Moltmann says, the nature of Jesus suffering is similar but different than God's
suffering.'^ Allen concurs with Moltmann in that Jesus experienced suffering in a way
� 20which God the Father could not. Although the focus of our discussion does not allow
for a thorough investigation of the differences between Jesus' suffering and God's, we
will address this issue briefly in the second chapter.
Jesus' passion reveals God's suffering and empathic understanding of the human
condition, but to what extent? How did God suffer in Christ and what does this say as a
model for human relationships and helping ministries?
The Nature of Jesus' Passion. A second major sub-problem within this subject of
the suffering ofGod in Christ is the nature of Jesus' passion. Thomas Oden suggests
both a narrow and broad definition of the passion ofChrist. "In its narrower definition,
Jesus' Passion focuses intensively upon a single week of his life ~ his last struggle
Alister McGrath, The Mystery of the Cross (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1988), 103.
'^ Michael J. Dodds, "Thomas Aquinas, Human Suffering, and the Unchanging God of
Love," Theological Studies 52 ( June 1991): 334.
'* Frank Lake, Clinical Theology (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1966), 1 100.
'^
McWilliams, 42.
Diogenes Allen, The Traces ofGod (USA: Cowley Publications, 1981), 188.
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ending on a cross. ... In its broader definition, however, Jesus' Passion included all the
affliction he suffered during his whole incarnate life."
Jesus suffering, therefore, included not only physical pain but also a wide
spectrum of human suffering: emotional, psychological, and relational. "The sufferings
of his whole life, particularly those of his last days, embraced the full range of human
agonies - physical and emotive, retrospective and prospective, personal and
interpersonal, inward and outward."^^ Frank Lake agrees, "God in Christ His Son, shares
man's passive and innocent identification with injustice, loss of rights, mockery, shame,
ruthless cruelty, the curse, rejection by the beloved source, thirst, hunger, emptiness,
exhaustion, weakness, the taste of death . . . and the suffering of the serpent's curse."^^
Thus, the passion ofChrist includes every kind ofpain He experienced throughout
his lifetime. For the purposes of this paper, however, this sub-problem is limited to
exploring the nature ofChrist's emotional suffering as experienced in God's passionate
love relationship with humanity. Jung Lee speaks of divine suffering in this way:
Suffering occurs when the bonds which relate us to others are threatened or
destroyed .... The intensity of suffering is, then, to be measured by the intimacy
of the relationship with whom love is directed. ... Ifwe imderstand suffering in
terms of the loving relationship, in every form of loving relationship there must be
at least the potentiality of suffering. ... A risk for suffering exists when we love
others. This risk is also apparent in God's loving relation to the world.^"*
Out ofHis love for humanity, God risks and exposes himself to suffering in
Christ. Thomsen suggests:
God is vulnerable because God wills to relate to life and loves people. God loves
them passionately enough to be moved by them, affected by them, even woimded
and pained by them. . . . Jesus in passionate concern pleads even for those who
hung him on Calvary. He had excoriated them for their hypocrisy, but he wept for
them in their refusal to accept truth and life (Luke 19:41). God's power in Jesus
Oden, 319.
Ibid., 317.
Lake, 28.
Jung Young Lee, God Suffersfor Us (The Hague, Netherlands: Martinus, 1974), 17.
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is the power to persevere in love and to forgive in the presence of humanity's
continual "no!".^^
One aspect of the nature ofChrist's passion is thus characterized by the suffering
endured within God's love relationship with a sinful, rejecting people. Another
identifying quality of this passionate relationship is wrath. Mohmann says, "God's
wrath is nothing less than his wounded love and a pain which cuts to the heart. His wrath
is therefore an expression of enduring interest in man."^^ In Christ we find God's desire
to remain in relationship with an unholy, obstinate people. Thomas Oden illuminates this
idea. "God's righteous wrath is directed against sin What happened in Christ was an
act of substitution by which God demonstrated that his wrath had been turned aside so as
to enable an entirely new relationship with humanity, not yielding to sin, but binding it up
so as to make a new start it is God who is taking the initiative to change the broken
relationship with himianity."^^ In the New Testament, we find in Christ a "picture of
God's quiet, costly approach to alienated humanity to overcome sin through sacrificial
suffering."^*
Thus, the suffering ofGod in Christ is characterized by a bitter sweet relationship
with himianity, one of love and wrath. Paul Fiddes puts it this way. "The sorrow ofGod
because his people reject his loving care leads to a unique kind of pain which is ascribed
29
to God. ... a blend of love and wrath."
The Purpose of Jesus Passion. There is yet another aspect to Jesus suffering we
will look at in this study: his redemptive purpose. According to Moltmarm:
'The word passion has a double sense' it means suffering (Leiden) and passionate
devotion (Leidenschaft) at the same time. My passion is my passionate devotion,
that to which I yield myself completely. My passion is also my way of suffering,
the pains and pangs that ultimately bring me to death. When we hear on Good
Friday the word about the passion ofChrist, we usually think only about the
Mark Thomsen, 260.
Jurgen Moltmann, "The Crucified God", 12.
"
Oden, 395.
Ibid.
Fiddes, 20.
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suffering and enduring, the crying and the dying of the crucified one. However,
there is this other aspect to passion: the passionate devotion ofChrist which
brought him into this suffering.^�
Jesus didn't enter our world of suffering simply for the sake of experiencing pain
as a human. "He was not condemned and executed by mistake. Jesus walked the way to
Jerusalem consciously and purposely. He entered the city whose people suppressed life
and were threatened with death. He came to this city for the life and the freedom of the
oppressed."^'
Jesus' purpose for suffering, his passionate devotion, was to redeem a burdened
people. "Throughout his ministry, our Lord revealed a profound sense ofmission. He
knew that his Father had entrusted him with a goal to reach, a task to accomplish."^^
"The Master imderstood his task as that of suffering in obedience to his Father and on
behalfof the people. He knew that he must experience rejection, even death, in
fulfillment of his vocation." In short, Jesus knew that the pathway to fulfilling the task of
Messiah and Son ofMan required that he travel the footsteps of the Suffering Servant.^^
"The Son ofMan did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom
for many". (Mk. 10:45).
Christ Himself paid the price to buy us back. "To begin with, there was the cost
of the incarnation, of entering into our condition in order to reach us. Certainly we are
told that when God sent his Son, he was 'bom under the law, to redeem those under law'
(Gal. 4:4-5)."^"* As Thomsen says, God's mission is clear in the suffering of Christ. "A
nail pierced body on a windswept hill outside Jemsalem is the definitive mark of God's
35mission in the world."
Jurgen Moltmann, "The Passion of Life", 3.
Ibid.
Stanley Grenz, Createdfor Community (Wheaton: Viktor Books, 1996), 131.
Ibid., 136.
John Stott, The Cross ofChrist (Downers Grove: Intervarsity, 1986), 176.
Thomsen, 263.
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CHAPTER 2
The Passion ofGod in Christ
The Passibihty ofGod
Theologians agree that both the Old and New Testaments speak of a God who
feels and suffers pain. But what does this mean? For example, when we read in Isaiah
42:14 that God, like a woman in childbirth, groans for the redemption ofHis people, what
kind of passion is implied?
There are several camps of theologians which characterize the various views or
degrees to which God suffers. One group of theologians, traditionally known as
'classical theists', or anti-Patripassianists (those against the proposal that there is
suffering in God),' would argue that even though God is portrayed as having emotion. He
does not actually feel and certainly carmot suffer. "God does not undergo sensory
expenence mcluding suffering and pain." . This group commonly believes that any
reference in Scripture to the feelings or passion ofGod are anthropopathisms: the
attribution of human feelings to God. Buttrick in summarizing the position ofBaron
Friedrich von Hugel, with a question: "What right have we to make 'the most high God'
in our own image?""'
According to McGrath, classical theists also believe the following: "God was
utterly remote from this world and iminvolved in it. This God was beyond suffering and
pain, so that he was not involved in this crucial aspect ofhuman experience."'* Similarly,
this category ofbelief says God is an omnipotent, eternal, change less being remote from
the world.^ God is transcendent, unblemished and holy other.^
'
George Buttrick, God, Pain, and Evil (Nashville: Abingdon, 1966), 87.
^ Charles Taliaferro, "The Passibility ofGod," Religious Studies 25 (June 1989): 217.
^
Buttrick, 89.
^McGrath, 116.
^Ibid., 121.
^
Buttrick, 88.
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The 'classical theist' tradition warrants serious consideration, but for the purposes
and scope of this paper, the notion that God suffers, at least to some extent and in some
sense, is assumed. However, even with this assimiption, there are still a variety of
Christian views as to how God suffered in Christ. We will consider at least two of these.
A second category ofbelief, similar to the 'classical theist' position at points, says
that God suffers but only in the human experience of Christ. In other words, "the unique
way he (Christ) suffered must be understood in relation to his unique personal identity as
incarnate Lord, for Christ is said to be passible (able to suffer) according to his human
nature, impassible (incapable of suffering) with respect to the divine nature."^ What is
suggested here, similar to the classical theist position, is that there are "Two distinct and
differing natures ofChrist."* In other words, "There is no suffering in God . . .
Sympathy, yes, indeed, overflowing Sympathy ... but no Suffering; and Suffering,
indeed overflowing suffering, in Christ, but as Man, not as God."' This group then would
only go so far as to say that God was vicariously affected or moved by Christ's suffering.
The third camp would see this perspective, that Christ suffered as man but not
God, as dualistic in nature. Buttrick says, "Is there a cleavage right down the nature of
Christ, a great gulf set, so that on one side he is man, and on the other side God?"'� Yung
Lee, a strong proponent of this third camp, says the deity and humanity of Christ caimot
be separated. Therefore, this group would argue that God in Christ suffered in his deity
as well as his himianity:
In this unity (the incarnation) God and man are no longer co-existing side by side
but true God is also a true man. In other words, what the true God in Christ wills,
thinks and feels is also what the true man in Christ wills, thinks and feels. ... In
incarnation both divine and human are not only united in will and thought but in
pathos. . . .
How can we then say that the suffering ofChrist did not touch His deity? Is not
the experience ofHis humanity that ofHis divinity, if they are genuinely united in
^
Oden, 320.
*
Buttrick, 89.
'
Ibid., 90.
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perfect empathy? If incarnation "God's deity does not exclude, but includes His
himianity", how can we say that the suffering ofHis humanity is not included in
His deity? To deny the unity of experience between human and divine in Christ is
in a way to deny the reality of incarnation."
Brasnett also strongly warns against a dualistic approach. He says, "For ourselves
we frankly abandon that difficuh conception of the early Church that Christ was passible
in His human nature and impassible in His divine. . . we believe it to be out of harmony
with the evidence, to introduce an intolerable dualism in the person of Christ. . . ."'^
Therefore, according to this camp, whatever we affirm of Christ's vicarious sacrifice, "we
are to affirm in the same manner ofGod." The whole deity is in it, in it from eternity,
and will to eternity be."'^
Furthermore, theologians from this third group would maintain that while those in
the second camp acknowledge the idea of a suffering God, they do not carefiilly examine
what this really means.*'* "On the one hand, men are happy to talk of it without facing up
to its fiill implications; they invoke the theme of a suffering God but defuse it of its
explosive effect upon the whole doctrine of God as they fail to follow it through into a
theology that embraces divine weakness at the centre."*^ Therefore, this third category or
tradition affirms that Christ suffered as God and man to the fullest extent, even to the
point of death. "According to the Christian tradition Jesus Christ, as God and man,
suffered and died upon the cross."*^
As stated previously, those in the first and perhaps even the second camp would
hold to the Two-Natures doctrine which acknowledges the passibility of the Lord's
manhood but not His deity. This third camp would respond to the charges of a Two-
Natures doctrine held by Patripassism with Martin Luther's doctrine communicatio
**Lee, 54.
*^
Ibid., 55.
*^ J.K. Mozley, The Impassibility ofGod {London: Cambridge, 1926), 143.
*"*
Fiddes, 1.
*^
Ibid., 2.
'^McGrath, 121.
*^
Mozley, 87.
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idiomatum. Luther was one of the most receptive theologians in his day to the idea of
divine passibility which is expressed in this perspective. "This doctrine stressed the
reciprocity of the divine and human natures and the sharing of attributes. If Christ
suffered, then logically God suffered."'* This approach to divine passibility attempts to
break through a rigid two-natured Christology prevalent in medieval thought.
'^
Kitamori also affirms this doctrine of communicatio idiomatum: "the argument
that through the unity of the divinity and humanity in Christ, God's attributes are
communicated into humanity and humanity's attributes into God's. Thus the human
attribute of suffering was applied to the divinity of God."^� Therefore, with this doctrine
"the Divine Person could be spoken of as truly the subject of the human experiences."'^'
The Mystery of God's Passibility
It is clear from the above statements that there are a variety of views as to how
God suffered in Christ. The first maintains that God is above pain. The second affirms
that God suffered but only vicariously through the humanity of Christ. And the last
argues that God suffered everything Christ suffered. Buttrick expresses this dilemma
with a question. "Then what are we to believe? Which of two faiths [or three] shall we
hold: that God is above all pain, or that God suffers with us?" Even in assuming God's
passibility, we are faced with this dilemma: "God as Otherness imstained by our guilty
transience, God as our "Great Companion".^^ What do we do with these apparent
differences?
Although the differences cannot be fully explored, understood and finally
reconciled, especially with the limits of this paper, we can learn from each camp. My
position is that there is truth in each point of view. God is certainly distinct and
'* McWilliams, 14.
'^
Ibid., 42.
^�
Ibid., 107.
^'
Mozley, 87.
Buttrick, 91.
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completely other but He is also intimately involved with the pain of human existence in
the passion ofChrist. I agree with Mozley who writes, "God is indeed transcendent, but
He is also immanent and operative in the time-process and in the evolution of the
universe." �^'* In fact, my perspective is that the deepest and most profoimd truth is found
in the apparent contradictions of the different camps. As Buttrick points out "Ifwe are
wise we shall accept both avowals! . . . When life and thought show us that two
"opposite" faiths both have claim on us, we accept them both even though we carmot see
how they fuse."^^ Therefore, at some point, we must learn from and accept the
paradoxical nature of it all.
Another word for this paradox we are talking about is antinomy: "Conflict
insoluble in the light of available knowledge."^^ Buttrick suggests that with an
antinomy "its two beckoning faiths are the visible points of twin mysteries which are one
27in the abyss of the Mystery." Therefore, even though we caimot make final sense of
these different views, or bring them into perfect harmony, we find great imity in the midst
ofmystery. As Luther pointed out, 'the wisdom of the cross is hidden in a deep
28
mystery'. Buttrick says it this way, we "find in Christ a paradox, but not a gulf. His
29
life is whole, and the total Event has piercing imity. He is above us, yet with us." "We
are saying that there are times of insight when apparent contradictories harmonize or are
made one life."^" Thus it is in the acknowledgement of a profound mystery that we find
the answer.
Although the limits of this paper do not allow a more thorough exploration of the
various views represented above, we acknowledge the paradoxical and mysterious nature
of God's suffering in Christ. "To be a 'theologian of the cross' is to recognize the
Mozley, 156.
Buttrick, 91.
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 50.
Buttrick, 90.
McGrath, 88.
Buttrick, 90.
Ibid., 89.
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resistance of the cross to interpretation, and to concede that we will never plumb the fiill
depth of its meaning."^' Therefore, as stated above, we concede the suffering and cross
ofChrist is a mystery with hidden and unending meaning.
However, it is also within this mystery that a unity emerges and a clue to the
meaning and nature of God's passibility in Christ. Although the passibility of God in
Christ is a mystery which cannot be fully understood, God is on some level revealed by
the suffering ofChrist. "The Christian faith stands or falls with the identification and
involvement ofGod himselfwith the crucified Christ. So central is the cross to
Christianity that ifGod is not revealed in and involved with it, Christian faith must be
recognized as a delusion ~ a profound and deeply satisfying delusion, it is true, but a
32delusion none the less." C.S. Dinsmore says it like this, "As the flash of the volcano
discloses for a few hours the elemental fires at the earth's centre, so the light on Calvary
was the bursting forth through historical conditions of the very nature of the Everlasting.
There was a cross in the heart ofGod before there was one planted on the green hill
outside of Jerusalem." McGrath also emphasizes the nature of God revealed by the
cross of Christ: "In the end, the cross, itselfmysterious, points to an even greater mystery
which lies behind it - the living God."^"* In other words, "God was in Christ reconciling
the world to himself "^^
Therefore, the suffering and cross ofChrist, although deeply mysterious, point to
and reveal who God is. As noted previously, we are particularly interested in what the
passion of Christ shows us about God's passionate relationship with the world. "God is
concerned about the world, and shares in its fate." Abraham Heschel says, "Indeed, this
is the essence of God's moral nature: His willingness to be intimately involved in the
^'
McGrath, 80.
McGrath, 18.
"
Buttrick, 89.
McGrath, 88.
Buttrick, 89.
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history ofman." "The suffering of Jesus Christ is God's most intimate contact to the
37
reality of suffering and humanity."
36 Abraham Heschel, The Prophets (New York: Harper and Row, 1962), 225.
Dodds, 334.
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CHAPTER 3
God's Passionate Relationship: The Nature of Jesus Suffering
God passionately involves himself in a relationship with us through Christ.' As
Thomsen says, "The biblical faith asserts that God is so intimately and passionately
related to himian life, and in particular to God's chosen people, that he actually is
involved in and shares the pain of humanity." With the above assumptions, that in Jesus,
God comes to us in passionate relationship, we now seek to explore the nature of God's
relationship with himianity.
But we must also continue to keep in mind that our concern is not to necessarily
resolve these issues but to explore the nature of God's sacrificial relationship with us in
Christ. As Buttrick says, "The mystery ofholy, sacrificial love is to be beheld, savored,
and embraced ~ not resolved. . . Besides, we must come to him not through philosophic
debates about his "nature," as though he were static fact in a static world, but through the
vitalities of history, through the actualities of the street on which we live." In other
words, we are not as interested in taking sides of a debate about the nature of God's
suffering but in exploring the way in which he comes to us, the way in which He meets us
on the streets through the passionate life and ministry ofChrist, or in Kinlaw' s words in
'self-sacrifice and the mystery of interpersonal relationship.'
Therefore, in studying the suffering ofGod we do not v^sh to debate the issues
about God's nature but to investigate the quality of his relationship with us. For as the
Prophets said, God's pathos is not identified with his essence, but rather revealed in the
form of his relationship to the world, his involvement and concern.'* Thus this chapter
will explore God's interpersonal relationship with humanity as revealed in the suffering
ofChrist. Specifically, we will investigate three aspects of this relationship: God's
' Thomsen, 250.
' Ibid.
' Buttrick, 90.
' Moltmann, "The Crucified God," 12.
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choice to enter into a relationship and make himself vulnerable in Christ, His passionate
love beyond wrath and identification with emotional pain, and the redemptive purpose of
His pain.
God's Voluntary Vulnerability
God in Christ willingly entered into and involved himself in the human situation,
thus making himself vulnerable to the pain of humanity. Heschel says it like this: "God
is concerned about the world, and shares in its fate. Indeed, this is the essence of God's
moral nature: His willingness to be intimately involved in the history ofman."^ "Dr.
Temple puts the meaning of the element of suffering, particularly as manifested in
Christ's passion and cross, very strongly: "no further entry of the Supreme God into the
tangle and bewilderment of finitude can be conceived. All that we can suffer of physical
or mental anguish is within the divine experience; He has known it all himself He does
not leave this world to suffer while He remains at ease apart; all the suffering of the world
is His."^
Although there is disagreement on the nature ofGod's suffering, we can see that
at the very least God is not aloof and completely removed from our experience but
exposes himself to the pain in his relationship with us through Christ. As Mozley says:
And then, there was the truth of the Incarnation and of the Cross. God was bom,
God suffered. As the forms ofChristological thinking took more settled shape, it
could be, and was said, "He suffered not as God, but as man; in the human nature,
not in the divine." Yet, the sufferer was God; all the experiences, however,
endured were experiences of the one Divine Person; and it was just because the
Cross was not the Cross of a man, but of the Lord Jesus Christ, the Son ofGod
made man, that the Cross saved. The Cross, at least, did not reveal an apathetic
God, unconcerned for human woe. God, in Christ, had in some way descended
from His blessedness.^
And we find this fact rooted in the heart of God. The Cross, in fact, points
"backwards and inwards, back from the hill ofCalvary into far-off aeons of the past,
' Heschel, 225.
" Mozley, 164.
Mbid., 175.
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inwards, into the heart of God. What the Cross revealed in time -- the Father giving the
Son to redeem the world by suffering for it, that was eternally true of God's nature."
Therefore, this relationship is identified from an Old Testament perspective as
well as a New. Heschel in his book, The Prophets, shares this Old Testament view. He
illuminates the idea ofGod choosing to enter into a relationship with His people and how
He is affected by them. "In pathos, the all-powerful God goes outside of himself and
enters into a relationship with a people of his choosing. He places his complete interest
in his covenant with his people. Hence he is affected by the experiences, action, and
suffering of Israel."' Moltmann also articulates this view of God. He says that the God
of the Old and New Testaments is:
... no cold, silent, heavenly power that sits self-sufficiently upon his throne and
scatters gracious alms among his subjects. He displays a great passion for
creation, for human beings, and for the future. God's nearness is experienced in
the breath ofhis pathos. And his pathos is his love for fireedom, his passionate
interest in life against death. Therefore, according to the Old Testament, he
established a covenant with the people like a marriage. And so he became
remarkable in his love.'�
By entering into a relationship, a covenant relationship, God involves himself,
identifies and empathizes with us. This is particularly evident in Christ. As Oden says,
"Christianity speaks of the surprising empathy ofGod."" In Jesus, God enters in and
understands. Thus, there is a quality ofGod's relationship with us that is empathetic
rather than apathetic. In fact, these characteristics of involvement, empathy, and
identification are in stark contrast to the classical theistic position which says God is
apathetic and uninvolved. "Since Plato and Aristotle, God's perfection has been
designated as apatheia. . . . God is sufficient and thus needs neither love nor hate.
Mbid., 177.
' Moltmann, "The Crucified God," 12.
'� Moltmann, "The Passion of Life," 3.
" Oden, 423.
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Nothing can befall him that would make him suffer. He knows neither wrath nor
12
grace." Mcwilliams also describes the "axiom of apatheia":
A major cause of the development of the theistic view of God was the "axiom of
apatheia" prominent in Greek philosophy (CG 228-29). "in the physical sense
apatheia means unchangeableness; in the psychological sense, insensitivity; and in
the ethical sense, freedom" (CG 267). The religious motive behind the
affirmation of the apatheia ofGod was a concern to guarantee the self-sufficiency
and perfection ofGod. . . . The adoption of this principle had disastrous
consequences for Christian theology, for it is incompatible with the biblical
perception of God's love, wrath, and empathy for the human situation.
We affirm God's goodness, perfection, and holiness but we also hold to this fact
that He is involved in our universe to the extent that he is affected by what we do. "God
is indeed transcendent," as Mozley says, "but He is also immanent and operative in the
time-process and in the evolution of the universe."''* Likewise Moltmann contends that
to say "God is not changeable" means merely to say "God is under no constraint from
that which is not God." It does not mean that God is intrinsically unchangeable. He
continues by saying, "There are other forms of suffering between unwilling suffering as a
result of an alien cause and a being essentially imable to suffer." One other such form is
"active suffering, the suffering of love, in which one volimtarily opens himself to the
possibility ofbeing affected by another."'^
The kind of suffering we are talking about then is relational suffering due to
volimtarily involving oneself in and opening oneself up to the possibility of pain.
Another way of stating this is vulnerability. God chooses to make himself vulnerable.
"God suffers as he chooses - as He chooses to remain in relationship with the creation."'^
Oden poignantly says:
Moltmann, "The Crucified God," 10.
" McWilliams, 39.
Mozley, 153.
" Roland D. Zimany, "Views and Counterviews," Dialog 16, (Winter 1977): 53.
Ibid., 54.
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Every death we die, Jesus died: we cannot go where he has not gone. He
companions us even in darkness and sorrow. And he leads us to light and life
again.
Every death we die, he died in the flesh. Not merely "in the spirit" or by an
imaginative sympathy, but in our world, in diurnal time, among us, in historical
fact
Every death except one. He did not die the first death, the Primal Separation.
Jesus never rebelled against the Father: therefore, Jesus did not deserve to die any
death whatsoever. Death for him who didn't sin could only come by his own
choosing.'^
Thomsen also highlights this aspect of God's volimtary vulnerability. He says,
"Jesus crucified starkly displays the vulnerability of God. To be vulnerable means being
open to being wounded. ... In contrast to ancient Greek philosophical views, which still
influence our theology, the God of the scriptures is totally involved in himian existence. .
. . God is vulnerable because God wills to relate to life and loves people."'^ Thomsen
graphically makes this point when he states:
The God of Jesus is essentially marked by vulnerability, by an infinite capacity to
share and bear the cumulative weight of human pain and suffering. This is God
incarnate in Jesus crucified: the God who takes the form of outstretched, open,
spike-pierced hands; the God who is embodied in a half-naked human figure
washing fisherman's feet; the God who like a mother hen scurries about clucking,
gathering chicks imder her wings in order to absorb the threat of death in her own
body; the God who like a mother in childbirth gasps and cries to bring forth a new
creation.''
However, in acknowledging the reality ofGod's vulnerability, we continue to
highlight the fact that He remains completely other, separate and distinct. He is close
involved, and immanent but also separate, distinct, and transcendent. "There is a highly
technical sense in which God, as Christ revealed Him, is 'without passions'; for He is
Creator and Supreme, and is never 'passive' in the sense of having things happen to
Oden, 414.
" Thomsen, 260.
" Ibid., 261.
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Him except with His consent." Therefore, by saying that God made himself
vulnerable we are saying that He freely chose to enter into a relationship with us.
Nonetheless, voluntarily entering into a relationship with us in Christ did open
God up to being affected. We see this again from an Old Testament perspective. "He
places his complete interest in his covenant with his people. Hence he is affected by
the experiences, action, and suffering of Israel."^' Heschel says it like this:
Never in history has man been taken as seriously as in prophetic thinking. Man is
not only an image ofGod; he is a perpetual concern ofGod. The idea of pathos
adds a new dimension to human existence. Whatever man does affects not only
his own life, but also the life of God insofar as it is directed to man. The import
ofman raises him beyond the level ofmere creature. He is a consort, a partner, a
22factor in the life ofGod.
In this section, we have explored the voluntary vulnerability of God. We have
seen that God is vulnerable because he chooses to be involved in life. And He loves
passionately enough to be moved by us, affected by us, even wounded and pained by
us.^"' In the following section we continue to consider this aspect of the vulnerability of
God and his relationship with us, particularly how He is affected. In other words, we will
investigate what it means to say that God feels or has passion.
God's Passionate Love Beyond Wrath
From our previous discussion, we know that God's choice to enter into a
relationship with us put him in a place of vulnerability. God opened Himself up to a
relationship with us and is affected by what we do. But how? How was God affected by
His relationship with us? Ifwe affirm that God is "free from gusts of feeling carrying
him this way and that,"^"* how exactly does He feel?
Mozley, 163.
Moltmann, "The Crucified God," 12.
Heschel, 226.
Thomsen, 260.
^'Mozley, 163.
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In this section we will explore this aspect ofGod's relationship with us, i.e., how
he was and is affected by us. Specifically, we will investigate his passionate involvement
with us in terms of how he felt love and anger.
As noted previously "Christ was a real man and had a real human body, capable
of feeling and suffering. Moreover, it is not just that Christ was passible just as we are
passible, but that he suffered to an exceptional extent. In Martin Kahler's famous words,
the Gospels are 'passion narratives with extended introductions'."^^ Jesus suffered
physically, emotionally, and relationally.
His suffering is not limited to physical pain . . . (although indeed it was that).
Rather Jesus absorbed the full force of himian anger and aggression and drew it
into the sphere of divine love.
The sufferings of his whole life, particularly those of his last days, embraced the
fiill range of human agonies ~ physical and emotive, retrospective and
prospective, personal and interpersonal, inward and outward.^^
The purpose and scope of this section, however, is limited to how God in Christ
was affected and suffered on an emotional and interpersonal level. Specifically, we are
interested in the nature of his passion, what He experienced in the context of His
relationship with us. In other words, what or how did God feel?
In assuming the passibility ofGod in at least some way and to some extent, we
acknowledge the capacity of God to feel. But what does this mean? Dr. Randies says,
"As feeling exists in man, so there must be something analogous in God; "the noblest
human feeling must point us to its source in God our Father, the God of love. A deity of
stoical apathy is not the God whom Christ reveals."^' As Mozley suggest:
Ifman is made in the image ofGod, and it is through what we know of human
personality that we find the best way of conceiving of the life and the nature of
God, then something which is linked up so closely with the whole of human life
as is the element of feeling has, presumably, some archetypal perfection of itself
Marcel Sarot, 117.
Oden, 317.
Mozley, 171.
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existing in God. Even if "feeling," owing to its associations, is an unfortunate
word, it still may be much truer to say that God feels than that He does not.^^
What we are saying is that God as a personal being has characteristics of
personality. And if "He has the attributes of personality He "must be able to love,
sympathize and suffer."^' Love, joy, anger, jealousy, and even "repentance" are
characteristic of God in the scriptures.^� "The language of Scripture stood for, or
symbolized, a real element in Gods' life. Love and wrath were in Him, whatever
distinctions had to be made as safeguards against anthropomorphism."''* The difference
between human feelings and the corresponding feelings in God has to do with how they
conform to His perfect righteousness.''^ Therefore, even though God's way of feeling is
perhaps above and beyond our own, as these theologians have indicated, Scripture assures
us of the potentiality and reality ofGod's capacity to be affected, to feel.
We have also noted in previous chapters that God in the cross and passion of
Christ enters into the human situation and experiences emotion in a new way. Pastoral
theologian and psychiatrist, Frank Lake, has written extensively on this subject of the
passions and feelings ofGod in Christ, particularly in the area ofmental and emotional
suffering. Lake says, "There are no dark irmer rooms ofmental pain into which Christ
33has not entered." In his book Clinical Theology Lake suggests, "Christ in His cross and
passion, enters into the privations of the children ofwant."'''* He continues:
By His Cross and Passion, God in Christ His Son, shares Man's Passive and
Iimocent Identification with Injustice, Loss ofRights, Mockery, Shame, Ruthless
Cruelty, the Curse, Rejection by the Beloved Source, Thirst, Hunger, Emptiness,
Exhaustion, Weakness, the Taste ofDeath, Paradox, Contradiction to the Point of
Confusion, and the Suffering of the Serpent's Curse.^^
Ibid., 181.
Ibid., 153.
Ibid., 3.
^'
Ibid., 174.
Ibid., 3.
�'^ Frank Lake, Clinical Theology (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1966), 1 148.
^'*
Ibid., 1111.
Ibid.
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Christ felt the depth of human anguish. In the next few pages we will highlight only a
few of the emotions experienced by Christ as described by Lake.
First of all, we can see that Jesus felt the pain of injustice and innocent suffering.
"The question "Why?" arises constantly from the lips of those who suffer in innocence. . .
. Christ was innocent. None ofHis judges could find any fault in this Man. Yet He was
outlawed before He was judged, condemned without trial, and cursed before he was
dead."'" And He even questioned "Why?"as he hung on a tree: "My God, My God, why
have you forsaken me?"
It is also clear from the testimony of the New Testament that Jesus was mocked
and felt the pain of low self-esteem and shame.^^ He was ridiculed throughout his
ministry until his death on the cross. Priests, soldiers, bystanders, and passers-by laughed
at him and spit on him. Even God turned his face away because of the load of sin Christ
38bore. Along with the mockery and the burden of sin came shame and disgrace. Like
any human would experience inferiority, shyness and fear of exposure, Christ knew these
39kinds of lowliness in his nakedness on the cross. "Christ was naked and exposed to the
eyes ofHim with whom we have to do.""*"
In His exposed posture on the cross, Christ also experiences emptiness in being
forsaken. Jesus is forced out of Jerusalem and Israel by the priests who argued He was
imclean. His disciples forsook him. He was struck in the face by one of the High Priests
servants and beaten by centurion soldiers. Even the Lord was pleased to bruise Him for
our iniquities whereby we esteemed 'Him stricken, smitten ofGod, and afflicted.'"*'
Perhaps one of the greatest mental and emotional difficulties and pains is living
with contradictions, paradoxes and confusion. Lake suggests, "The severest form of
Ibid., 1112.
Ibid.
Ibid., 1113.
Ibid., 1114.
Ibid., 1115.
Ibid., 1116.
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mental and personality suffering and the sternest temptations of life are characterized by
paradox, contradiction, and perhaps, in the end, confusion ofmind.""*^ Christ experienced
great paradox on the cross. We witness His confidence and assured position as Son of
God in His statement, 'Father, forgive them'. But we also see His cry of confusion in the
awful words of dereliction: 'My God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me?'. As
Lake puts it, "Is the Son standing on the impregnable rock of the Word ofGod, or must
He say with the Psalmist in the backwards and forwards of faith and doubt in the 42nd
psalm, 'I will say unto God my rock. Why hast thou forgotten me?""*"* The cross shows us
that Christ bore contradiction and confusion without losing or becoming disconnected
with either pole. "Christ kept contact with both His pleromatic fullness and glory on the
one hand, and with His kenotic emptying and humiliation on the other. Both are essential
qualifications of the Messiah who redeems the chosen race and the whole world.""*^
God in Christ also experienced contradiction through the paradoxical emotions of
love and wrath. Theologians suggest that the pain or passion ofGod, identified and
confirmed by the cross ofChrist but rooted in the Old Testament, is primarily defined as
a unique blending of love and wrath. Lee expresses God's pain and suffering as rejected
love:
The Christian theologians of the past took lightly the Old Testament witness to a
God who suffers because of his covenant-love (hesed) for his people. The
prophets, especially, speak of a God who grieves, is disappointed, and even
labours under the burden of the plight of Israel. The Old Testament speaks most
acutely of the suffering ofGod, not in using the word but when it depicts the
effect upon God of rejected love. The sorrow of God because his people reject his
loving care leads to a imique kind of pain which is ascribed to God, a state of
feeling which is characterized by the prophets as a blend of love and wrath. This
is presented as a pathos which is God's own pathos.
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This pathos ofGod is explained by Kitamori in this way: "The pain ofGod reflects his
will to love the object of his wrath.""*' "The pain ofGod is also in the infinitely deep
background of the historical Jesus.""*^ And we see the suffering of Christ is totally
consonant with the pain ofGod.""*'
Therefore, we also see this love/hate relationship, as described above, portrayed in
the New Testament understanding of the cross. "The cross," according to McGrath,
"gives us insights into the nature of God's character which seem, at least on the face of it,
to be contradictory: God's love is revealed through his wrath; life comes about through
death; and so forth."^� The pain ofGod was seen by Paul in the person of Jesus Christ.
On the Cross, we find that God's love becomes wrath in response to sin. But He loves us
even though we are the objects ofwrath. The pain or passion of God is his love which
overcomes wrath.^* "The gospel is the gospel of the cross. This means that God loves
the objects ofHis wrath and that He, in his love, embraces men alienated from him.
Theodosius Hamack insists that what is revealed in the cross is neither the wrath ofGod
nor his love �ilone, but a tertiary (tertiimi) uniting the two. However, in identifying the
passion and pain ofGod as this unique blend of love and wrath, we must acknowledge
the supremacy of God's love. In other words, the wrath of God is secondary to the love
ofGod.^^
Although it is true that God, in making himself vulnerable to us in relationship,
feels pain, this unique blending of love and wrath is not merely a depiction of an intense
emotional struggle. According to Fiddes, "We do not do the prophets justice ifwe take
this tension literal as a state of divine indecision and struggle; after all, they always insist
that God's persistent searching love has the last word The supposed conflict is
Kazoh Kitamori, Theology of the Pain ofGod (Richmond: John Knox, 1958), 21.
Ibid., 103.
Ibid.
McGrath, 88.
^*
Kitamori, 37.
Ibid., 58.
" McWilliams, 106.
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nothing other than the torment of God's desire for his people, a longing which is suffused
by a sense of failure and disappointment."^"* Therefore, we must also conclude that God's
pain or passion is his loving desire for us and our freedom from sin. "His pathos is his
love for fireedom, his passionate interest in life against death. Therefore, according to the
Old Testament, he established a covenant with the people like a marriage. And so he
became remarkable in his love. He suffered because of his passion for Israel's freedom
when Israel turned away fi-om him and fell into the hands of idols."^^
Therefore, we must continue to emphasize that it is in the context of a covenant
relationship with us that God experiences this painful intermingling of love and wrath,
which is an expression of His longing for our freedom. It is in pathos, in passion or pain,
that we find "not an idea of goodness, but a living care; not an immutable example, but an
outgoing challenge, a dynamic relation between God and man; not mere feeling or
passive affection, but an act or attitude composed of various spiritual elements; no mere
contemplative survey of the world, but a passionate simimons."^^
Therefore, this section can be summarized in the following: "God suffers, God
allows himself to be crucified, and in this consummates his unconditional love that is so
fiill ofhope.""
Purposefiil and Redemptive
We have discussed aspects ofGod's passionate relationship with us as revealed in
the passion ofChrist: His voluntary entrance into relationship and His passionate love
beyond wrath. In the previous section we explored the passion of God in terms of
feeling but also as a longing or desire for and a commitment to our freedom. It is this
second aspect of passion we will consider at greater length in this section.
Fiddes, 23.
Moltmarm, "The Passion ofLife," 3.
Heschel, 224.
Zimany, 53.
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Passion has several meanings. As cited previously, Moltmann suggest that the
word "passion has a double sense: it means suffering (Leiden) and passionate devotion
(Leidenschaft) at the same time. My passion is my passionate devotion, that to which I
yield myself completely.
Christ's passionate devotion is a redemptive mission that seeks our freedom. His
guiding passion is his identity and task or mission. Therefore, in discussing the purpose
for Jesus pain, we look at these interconnected dimensions of passion, role or identity,
and mission as a whole or a imity.
But as we continue we must keep in mind the context of our discussion. We are
exploring the nature ofGod's passionate relationship with us as revealed primarily in the
passion of Christ. Therefore, we will be looking at the purpose of Jesus passion to see
what it teaches us about how God relates to us. Zimany says, "God suffers as he chooses
~ as He chooses to remain in relationship with the creation."^' We have discussed God's
choice to suffer and even his conmiitment to love us but now we turn to why he chose to
suffer and remain in relationship. In other words, what is behind God's passionate
devotion to remain in relationship with us.
The Redemptive Role. Task, and Passion of Christ. Jesus suffered for a specific purpose
which was closely linked to his role or identity. From Grenz' point of view, the role of
suffering servant draws together these various identities and provides a unifying vision of
his task.^� And in fact, it was this vision of suffering service that characterized his earthly
ministry above all else. His office was his task. His role as suffering servant was his
mission of suffering service.
Jesus as suffering servant is illuminated by the following. "The Cross is the
symbol of suffering service .... In this task he [Jesus] perseveres, setting his face like a
flint, although his back is beaten, his beard pulled out, his face spat upon, and he himself
Moltmann, "The Passion of Life," 3.
Zimany, 54.
Grenz, 136.
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is led like a lamb to the slaughter and dies, bearing the sins ofmany."^' Furthermore,
Jesus' role and task as suffering servant is his passion. It is in this picture of Jesus as
suffering servant that suffering and service, passion and mission belong together.^^ As
his role and his task come together, so do his passion and mission. His mission is his
passion, and his passion is his office.
As a suffering servant, more specifically what was Christ's mission and
passionate devotion? Again we find Christ's passionate mission as a continuation and
culmination of God's mission spelled out in both Old and New Testaments. However,
"God's plan for redemption did not begin with the coming of Jesus. Many see the victory
over Satan announced in Genesis 3:15. About the woman's offspring, God said to the
serpent, "He wdll crush your head." . . . And then in the call ofAbram, God was setting in
motion His plan to redeem the world.^^
God displays a great passion for creation, for himian beings, and for the future. . .
And his pathos is his love for freedom, his passionate interest in life against death.
Therefore, according to the Old Testament, he established a covenant vAth the
people like a marriage. And so he became remarkable in his love. He suffered
because of his passion for Israel's' freedom.^"*
In Christ we see a greater illumination and fulfillment ofGod's original mission
to redeem a lost world. As Thomsen says, "The ultimate vulnerability [and expression of
this passionate devotion] ofGod, however, is seen in Jesus' messianic mission as he
weeps at Jerusalem's gates and then is hung in the darkness ofGolgotha."^^ "It is Jesus'
passion for life," according to Moltmarm, "that the passion ofGod himself comes into
view. That passion yearns for life and hates death; it desires freedom and hates slavery; it
is love and knows no apathy."^^
Stott, 320.
Ibid.
Henry Blackaby and Claude King, Fresh Encounter (Nashville: LifeWay Press,
1993), 34.
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God in Christ continues His mission to save a lost world through sacrificial and
suffering service. "Jesus' entire life," Grenz comments, "was molded by his profound
awareness that God had sent him to die for the salvation of others."^' Katherine Cook
writes, "This is the ugly task that Jesus embraced" that he should suffer and die to justify
68
many. As we have suggested throughout this paper, God voluntarily enters into a
covenant relationship with us for the express purpose of setting us free from sin; he died
so that we could be saved. He was blameless and yet suffered. Why? For our sake, for
our freedom. Isaiah says that it is not the servants' fault that he suffer. "It is our
suffering -- our sorrow, our fauhs, our rebellion against God - that he bears. He received
the punishment for our wickedness, our petty vices. And the bloody stripes on his back
were for our healing."^'
From the above statements it is clear that Christ accomplishes much on our
behalf Grenz points out that "Christ's death provides us with many things. His life and
suffering death was a part of reconciling, expiating, redeeming, and substituting for us."'�
Our focus for the purpose of this paper is on Christ's redemption and redemptive
mission. Let us look more closely at the nature of redemption. According to Grenz:
The idea of 'redemption' was understandable in the first-century world. Residents
of the Roman Empire knew that when the Roman armies conquered new
territories they would bring back the best and brightest of the subjugated peoples
to be sold at auction as slaves. But they also knew that occasionally temple
priests would outbid other merchants and then set free those whom they
purchased. Through this act they 'redeemed or provided a 'ransom' for the
formerly enslaved persons. And as a response, the freed slaves would often serve
in the temple the rest of their lives.''
According to Oden:
Redemption usually refers to one particular aspect of satisfaction, namely, the
payment of a price by which one becomes freed, although redemption at times is
Grenz, 136.
Katherine Cook, "To Be Suffering Servants," The Christian Ministry (July 1985): 21.
Ibid., 20.
'�
Grenz, 144.
'�
Ibid., 146.
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used as a more general synonym for deliverance or liberation. (Luke 12:28; Rom.,
8.23; Eph. 4:30.) The payment of a price, or ransom, by which we become free is
what Christ provided in his passionate life and sacrificial death. Jesus expresses
this passionate mission most effectively in his own words in Mark 10:45, which
says, "The Son ofMan did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life
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as a ransom for many. (Mark 10:45)
The type of imagery surrounding redemption, from Stott' s perspective, "implies
that we are held in a captivity from which only the payment of a ransom can set us free,
73and that the ransom is nothing less than the Messiah's own life." Oden also highlights
this ransom imagery and its ultimate satisfaction. "A ransom (lutron)," he says, "was a
price paid to redeem prisoners from servitude. Luther thought that "redemption was not
possible without a ransom of such precious worth as to atone for sin, to assume the guilt,
pay the price ofwrath and thus abolish sin. This no creature was able to do. There was
no remedy except for God's only son to step into our distress and himself become man"
(Epist. Serm., 24th Sunday After Trinity, 43, 44, SML VIII, p. 376).'"*
The New Testament, therefore, leaves us in no doubt about the price to be paid for
our redemption: "it was Christ himself ... To accomplish this he gave 'himself (1 Tim.
2:6; Tit. 2:14) or his 'life' (his psyche, Mk. 10:45), dying under the law's curse to redeem
us from it (Gal. 3:13)."'^ Christ was called by Yahweh since before his birth, "filled
with his Spirit and receptive to his Word, with a view to bringing Israel back to him and
being a light to the nations. We see this clearly in Jesus who is the suffering servant par
excellence."'^
Christ's role as suffering servant reveals his redemptive mission. He suffers and
dies so that we can freely enter into a love relationship with Him. "This is an
unspeakable mercy," Oden writes, "that in order to seek and to save the lost Jesus
volunteered to experience what we are required by our sins to experience Anyone
Oden, 383.
Stott, 177.
Oden, 320.
Stott, 179.
Ibid., 320.
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who understands that God suffers for humanity has come close to the heart of
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Christianity. The story of Jesus is essentially that of God suffering for us."
Therefore, what we find in Jesus' passionate devotion, his redemptive mission as
suffering servant, is an expression ofGod's way of relating to a broken world. In Jesus,
we do not see God coming to us in power and majesty, but in self-sacrifice and the
vulnerability of interpersonal relationship. Wolterstorff echoes this:
When we think of God the Creator, then we naturally see the rich and powerfiil of
the earth as his closest image. But when we hold steady before us the sight of
God the Redeemer redeeming from sin and suffering by suffering, then perhaps
we must look elsewhere for earth's closest icon. Where? Perhaps to the face of
that woman with soup tin in hand and bloated child at side. Perhaps that is why
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Jesus said that inasmuch as we show love to such a one, we show love to him.
Gregory Nazianzen also recognized God's himible approach to redeeming his people:
"All violent remedies were disapproved as not likely to persuade us, and as quite possibly
tending to add to the plaque through our chronic pride; but God disposed things to our
restoration by a gentle and kindly method of cure, as a sapling must be slowly bent."''
Oden, 414.
Wolterstorff, 80-81.
Oden, 396.
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CHAPTER 4
Summary and Implications
Our purpose has been to look to Jesus, the author and perfector of faith, as a role
model of redemptive suffering so that we, as helpers and counselors, can enter into others
pain in a way that brings freedom. Therefore, in this concluding chapter, the research of
the previous sections will be considered in developing an approach to helping. We will
do this by highlighting various aspects of Jesus' passionate ministry and mission and then
drawing practical implications for counseling relationships.
As we begin to draw implications, the first point to be emphasized also reminds us
of the overall context of our discussion. In studying Christ's example ofhelping, we do
not find cliches or easy answers but someone who chooses to enter into relationship with
those who suffer. Therefore, the focus of our discussion is not discovering simple words
of encouragement to offer people in pain but becoming words of life as followers of
Christ. As Jesus willingly became incarnate for the sake of others, so must we.
Following the example ofChrist, therefore, means freely choosing to enter
wholeheartedly into others suffering. Our first step is a matter of choice. For those who
come to us as ministers and coimselors, or even those we meet as friends along the way,
we are rarely obligated or forced to be involved in others lives and their deepest pains. In
fact, we often find that our preference for comfort can keep us from helping others,
especially those in pain. As Katherine Cook says, "We do not like making ourselves
vulnerable to suffering. And yet we know that Jesus did so. We want to glide through
life, dispensing pat answers and beatitudes. We want to help people, but we do not want
to suffer with them."' As we study the example ofChrist, however, we see voluntary
vulnerability. We discover someone who in spite of his personal preference, makes a
decision to enter into pain for the sake of others. This is perhaps reflected in Jesus'
statement, "Not my will, but Thine be done." Therefore, as we consider following the
Cook, 22.
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example of Christ as helpers and counselors, we must first choose to enter into the
suffering of others.
Furthermore, in studying Christ's model of redemptive helping, we find not only
willingness but also an actual entering into and involvement with the human condition.
Jesus follows through with His decision by becoming incarnate. Therefore, by entering
into a relationship, a committed covenant relationship, God involves himself, identifies
and empathizes with the human condition. The incarnation was an experience in learning
and understanding another's struggles. Likewise, Christian counseling, in the path of
Christ, must go beyond a decision to an involved relationship in which there is a
commitment to empathy. Counseling begins and ends with involvement that seeks to
understand the perspectives and experiences of others. Robert Carkhuff, Gerard Egan,
Richard Walters and many others have discovered through research that empathy is
among the most important characteristics of effective helpers.
The kind of empathy Christ exemplifies, however, is not sympathy, or simple
sorrow, but 'redemptive identification,' as Frank Lake puts it. Our empathy, if it is to be
like Christ's, must bear pain "not by sympathy, but by identification." As Lake says, "It is
the empathy of a redemptive love which is both cast down and stricken. . . . What Christ
took upon Himself, in free obedience to His Father, co-operating with Him in the
restoration ofmankind, in carrying forward the divine plan for our eternal destiny, was a
redemptive identification."'' Therefore, as coimselors and friends who seek to follow
Christ, we must identify with the experience of others in a way that goes beyond a
surface or distant understanding to a deeper involvement which bears and shares sin and
suffering. Another important aspect ofChrist's empathetic and redemptive involvement
is how he opened himself to the possibility and probability of being deeply affected by
suffering. As Jesus freely chose to enter into a relationship with humanity. He made
himself vulnerable to pain, his ovm and that of others. He experienced physical,
^ Gary Sweeten, Listeningfor Heaven 's Sake (Cincinnati: Teleois Publications, 1993),
' Lake, 1131.
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emotional and relational suffering at the hands of scribes, Pharisees and even friends.
Lake points out that on the cross Jesus goes beyond understanding to a deep involvement
and experience with human anguish which included feelings of shame, rejection,
isolation, loneliness and emptiness. A helping or counseling ministry based on the model
of Christ, therefore, enters into personal pain as well as that of others.
How can 1 give comfort to someone in pain if I have not feh pain myself? How
can 1 know what to say to a lonely person if I have never been lonely? How can I
know how to restore the faith of a person who has been betrayed, unless I have
known myself? And how would 1 know what it is to be alienated from God,
unless I myself have experienced that terrifying state?
There is so much misery in the world that it is almost overwhelming. And yet, if
we are to be servants as Christ was a servant, then we feel it ~ the hatred, the
starvation, the confinement, the humiliation. We cannot become numb. We
cannot turn our faces away. We must be willing to feel it. It is the only way to
compassion, and compassion is what pleases God.
We live in a broken world fiill ofhorrors. And we carmot go blithely singing
through our lives like PoUyaima. Ifwe are in tune with our Saviour, then we will
feel the groans of the fallen world. We will feel the sorrow of other people. We
will carry burdens for them. This is why Jesus came; and this, whether we like it
or not� is why we are here."*
As we face our own pain we learn to identify with the pain of the world aroimd us. And
as we turn into suffering, as Jesus did, we open ourselves to being impacted by the sin
and struggles of those with whom we are in relationship. As Moltmann says, God is also
affected by the experiences, action, and suffering ofHis people.^ Ministry comes with a
potentially high degree of pain as we enter into others lives, become involved in their
suffering, and make ourselves vulnerable to pain. In entering into relationship with
others who need our help, we realize that we not only have an impact on them but they
also affect and change us. In fact, one could easily argue that the more we open our lives
to the pain and hurt of others, the greater our impact.
Opening ourselves up to others, however, is not the end of the story. Although in
Christ we see deep involvement and identification with others, we also find continued
^ Cook, 21.
' Moltmann, 12.
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distinctiveness and separateness. God in Christ enters wholeheartedly into the pain of
humanity, but He continues to maintain a distinctive otherness. He is immanent but also
transcendent. We are wise to also follow this example in our helping. As coimselors
who are called to walk in the steps ofChrist, we are challenged to identify with and carry
the pain of others. However, we must not forget that in order to be effective long term we
must maintain a separateness. We cannot afford to lose ourselves completely in others
suffering. Ifwe are to be helpful we must be healthy, which means knowing our
boundaries and limitations. As Galatians points out, there is a difference between bearing
burdens and carrying loads. For example, there are burdens in life which are too great to
bear alone. As Christians we are called to help with and share in overwhelming
problems. However, we are not expected to carry everyone else's loads or personal
responsibilities for living. Yes, we must enter into the pain of others in a profoimd and
powerful way but in a way that encourages distinctiveness and honors responsibility.
In the passionate model ofChrist, we also find a redemptive love that reaches
beyond hate. Jesus gives us a clear example of love that hates sin enough to help people
change. He chooses to enter into a passionate love/hate relationship with people and
struggles with their sin and suffering for the purpose of helping them find fireedom. As
we identify and struggle with the painful experiences of others, we also must not lose
sight of a love that enters in and struggles to bring redemption. Within our struggle with
people we experience a hate for depravity but also a love for dignity. We hate the sin and
the effects of sinful choices but we love the individual and the image ofGod. Hate is real
and powerful but love is all embracing and everlasting. And it is this kind of passionate
love/hate relationship with others that brings true freedom.
Also as we struggle with people in a love/hate relationship, we direct their
attention to Christ. As we come alongside others in ministry we point them to Christ, His
empathic identification with them and passionate suffering for them. Jesus knows from
first hand experience the pain of shame, isolation, and humiliation. He knows what it is
like to be rejected, misunderstood and alone. Furthermore, Christ and Christ alone has
borne the pain and sorrow of humanity, and ultimately He is the only one who can set
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them free. Therefore, our ministry of counseling serves the uhimate purpose of leading
people to look to Jesus and what He has experienced with and for them.
We have explored the passionate life of Christ for a helpful model or approach to
Christian coimseling and helping relationships. We have discovered that the way of
Christ involved freely choosing to enter into the pain and suffering of others. God's
passionate involvement with humanity also meant identifying and empathizing with
suffering to the point of personal first hand experience. And finally we discussed the
redemptive purpose ofChrist's passion. Each of these points was then highlighted as
implications were drawn in beginning to develop an effective Christian model to
counseling and helping. Our goal has been to learn from God's passionate love
relationship with the world in a way that informs but also transforms the way we relate to
and help others. And as we have discussed, true change comes from deep involvement
with another rather than simple words of encouragement. Ultimately it is an experience
in wrestling with God that teaches us how to love and counsel others in pain. As Luther
tells his listeners who have experienced the love ofGod in the sacrificial cross ofChrist,
"Christ's passion must from that day on become a pattern for your entire life."^
'�Zimany, 110.
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